Some work on exceptional units focuses on general upper bounds. Building on work of Baker and Györy on of linear forms in (complex/p-adic) logarithms, Evertse proved an explicit upper bound on #E K which is exponential in the degree of K [Eve84] . More recent work (e.g. [Győ19] ) has refined these bounds somewhat, but the best known bounds remain exponential, while the 'true' upper bound is conjectured by Stewart to be sub-exponential (see p. 120 of [EGST88] .)
Other work focuses on low-degree number fields and/or computation. For instance, [Nag70] and [NS98] study the number of exceptional units in fields of degree 3 and 4. There has also been recent progress computing the set of of solutions to S-unit equations over low-degree number fields [AKM + 18] both in practice and as a test-case for computations by variants of Chabauty's method [DCW15, Tri19] . Instead of studying low-degree K or general upper bounds, we impose a local condition on K, showing: Theorem 1. Let K be a number field. Suppose that 3 ∤ [K : Q] and 3 splits completely in K. Then there is no solution to the unit equation in K. In other words, there is no pair x, y ∈ O × K such that x + y = 1.
Remark 2. The set of degree d polynomials in Z[x] which generate number fields where 3 splits completely have positive density (ordered by height). Indeed, if g(x) = d j=0 a j x j satisfies v 3 (a d−i ) = i(i − 1)/2, a Newton polygon computation shows that the roots of g have distinct 3-adic valuations. If g is also irreducible then Q[x]/(g(x)) is a field where 3 splits completely. The set of number fields K where 3 splits completely is expected to have positive density in the set of degree d number fields ordered by discriminant (for any d); there are precise conjectures of what this density should be [Bha07] .
Theorem 1 does not give the first-known infinite family of number fields of high degree without exceptional units. Indeed, if any prime p above 2 in K has residue field F p ∼ = F 2 then there are no exceptional units in K for a trivial reason. The values x and 1 − x cannot simultaneously be non-zero modulo p. To our knowledge, Theorem 1 yields the first-known infinite family of number fields of high degree without exceptional units outside of these trivial examples.
Remark 3. The hypothesis that 3 ∤ [K : Q] in Theorem 1 is necessary. The set of degree 3 number fields containing exceptional units has been well-understood since at least [Nag70] . One can construct infinitely many degree 3 number fields with an exceptional unit and where 3 splits completely as follows:
Choose an integer c ≡ 40 (mod 81). Let g(x) = (x − c)x(x − 1) − 2x + 1, which is irreducible over Q be the rational root theorem. Let α be a root of g. Let K = Q(α). Since Nm K/ Q (α) = −g(0) = −1 and Nm K/ Q (1 − α) = g(1) = −1, we see that α is an exceptional unit. Since the minimal polynomial of (α − 2)/3 -namely 1 27 g(3x + 2) -has integer coefficients and is congruent to x(x − 1)(x + 1) modulo 3, we see that 3 splits completely in K.
Remark 4. If we replace the hypotheses '3 ∤ [K : Q] and 3 splits completely in K' with '5 ∤ [K : Q] and 5 splits completely in K' then Theorem 1 becomes false. Let g(x) = x 3 − 4x 2 + x + 1, let α be any root of g, and let K = Q(α). Then 5 splits completely in K. Moreover, Nm K/ Q (α) = −g(0) = −1 and Nm K/ Q (1 − α) = g(1) = −1, so α and 1 − α are both units, i.e. α is an exceptional unit.
Proof. Suppose that u, v ∈ O ×
K satisfy −u − v = 1, so that −u and −v are solutions to the unit equation. Since 3 splits completely in K, there are d embeddings O K ֒→ Z 3 . Let u 1 , . . . , u d be the images of u in Z 3 under these embeddings. Since u and v are units, u i ∈ 1 + 3 Z 3 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Also,
We see that n = 1 is a zero of the 3-adic analytic function f (n) := (1 + u n 1 ) · · · (1 + u n d ) − (−1) d and
(1 + u n i ) − (−1) d = f (n) .
In particular, expanding f as a p-adic power series, all coefficients in odd degrees are zero. Now,
(1 + exp(n log u i )), .
Let v 3 be the 3-adic valuation normalized so that v 3 (3) = 1. Since v 3 (log u i ) ≥ 1 and exp converges when v 3 (n log u i ) > 1/2 (see [Gou97] ), this expression converges for all n ∈ Z 3 . Expanding f as a power series,
(log u i ) 2 , a 3 = 0 , and v 3 (a j ) ≥ 3 for j ≥ 4 .
Since v 3 (a 2 ) ≥ 2 and f (1) = 0 we have v 3 (a 0 ) ≥ 2. But v 3 (2 d − (−1) d ) ≥ 2 if and only if 3|d.
Remark 5. The inspiration for the proof of Theorem 1 is a variant of the method of Skolem-Chabauty-Coleman applied to the restriction of scalars of P 1 OK {0, 1, ∞} from O K to Z. In this setting, P 1 OK {0, 1, ∞} embeds into its the generalized Jacobian G m,OK × G m,OK via the Abel-Jacobi map x → (x, x−1). To prove that P 1 {0, 1, ∞} = ∅, we consider the restriction of scalars of the Abel-Jacobi map. In this language, the proof of Theorem 1 amounts to showing that for any unit u ∈ O × K the intersection E u := (Res OK / Z P 1 {0, 1, ∞})(Z 3 ) ∩ {u n : n ∈ Z} × O × K inside (Res OK / Z (G m × G m ))(Z 3 ) is empty. Here, the closure on the right is respect to the 3-adic topology. To conclude, u∈O × K E u = ∅ is the set of solutions to the unit equation in K. See [Tri19] for a more general discussion of using Skolem-Chabauty-Coleman applied to the restriction of scalars to compute solutions to the S-unit equation.
